
Great Danish Scientists 

Note: I må vælge en passende titel så folk forstår, at den i den lokale versionering ligeså godt kunne hedde 

”Great Swedish Scientists” et cetera. Måske hedder den internationalt ”Great Scientists”? 

Genre: Factual  Entertainment 

Creator: DR Videnskab 

Producers: Frederik Harsløf & Martin Sundstrøm 

Broadcaster: DRK 

Durations: 6 x 30min 

Year of production: 2015 

Original Title: Store danske videnskabsfolk 

What if you could meet and interview the greatest dead scientists that changed our world? 

Our civilization is built on the curiosity of scientists that created everything from medicine to your cell 

phone. But how did they do it? What shaped them? And what can we learn from them today? This series 

portrays the greatest scientists of your country and their discoveries with a novel approach.  

In each program the host is able to travel in his mind to meet and interview the greatest scientists of 

Denmark. Actors play the scientists and everything they say or answer is based on interview, letters or 

books by the scientist. Suddenly you can see the father of the atomic theory Niels Bohr play football with 

the host in order to explain quantum physics.  

In addition to meeting and interviewing the famous scientist the host also meets experts in order to 

conduct experiments that show the scientists made their discoveries. For example a professor in anatomy 

tries copy the discovery of a small channel that leads saliva to the mouth in the head of a sheep. Just as 

famous anatomist and geologist Steno did in 1660 as young student with primitive instruments.  

The host of the series is a Danish biologist who is also a famous rock star. It also features high production 

value classical re-enactment scenes from the life of the scientist. The tone of the program is smart, quirky 

and funny. And its ambition is to inspire all viewers and especially young people into science.  

Awards:  

Cannes Corporate Media & TV Awards 2015 

- Dauphin d’Or – (Gold dolphin) – Category: Best science  

- Dauphin d’Or – (Gold dolphin) – Category: Best docudrama 

New York festivals International TV & Film Awards 2016 

- Silver – Category: Best science & technology 

 

Nominations:  

Copenhagen TV Festival Awards 2015 

- Nominated – Best photography 

 



 

 

 

 


